yields models that have substantially better agreement with ideal main-chain bond angles and lengths and, on average, a slightly enhanced fit to the X-ray data. No disadvantages of using the backbone CDL are apparent. In Phenix usage of the CDL can be selected by simply specifying the cdl=True option. This successful implementation paves the way for further aspects of the context-dependence of ideal geometry to be characterized and applied to improve experimental and predictive modelling accuracy.
Introduction
As the first protein crystal structures were solved, it was not clear if protein structures could be crystallographically refined the same way as small molecule structures. This concern was laid to rest by the successful refinement of the small protein rubredoxin at 1.5 Å resolution [1] , although the geometric quality of the resulting model was recognized to be rather poor. A subsequent innovation overcome this problem was to alternate crystallographic refinement calculations with calculations that constrained or restrained the covalent geometry to take on reasonable values (e.g. [2] [3] [4] ). Shortly thereafter, an approach was developed for simultaneously refining a model to agree with both diffraction data and covalent geometry restraints [5] . In this strategy, covalent geometry features were 'restrained' concurrently with the fit to the diffraction data by the inclusion of penalties for deviations from target values that were provided in the form of ideal bond lengths and angles. The standard deviations associated with the target values could then be used for weighting of the least-squares residuals (e.g. [6] ). Many improvements in algorithms have ensued in the subsequent decades, but this concept of "restrained reciprocal space refinement" is still the basis of current refinement programs.
The long-standing paradigm guiding the design of the restraint libraries has been that each bond length or angle has a single ideal value that represents its minimum energy value independent of context (e.g. [7, 8] ). The ideal target values present in such single-value libraries, here called SVLs, have typically been derived from highly accurate small molecule (amino acid and oligopeptide) crystal structures (e.g. [9, 10] ). These target values have evolved slightly over the years as more and more such reference structures have been determined and allowed the average values to be more accurately known [11] [12] [13] . The current widely used standard is the Engh & Huber 'CSDX' library published in the International Tables for Crystallography [13] .
Although it had long been known that "small variations" around the ideal values should be expected to occur "due to secondary structural and tertiary structural features" [3] it was not until much later that a tangible shortcoming of these libraries became apparent when it was discovered that the most accurately determined ultra-high resolution (≤ 1.2 Å resolution) protein crystal structures scattered widely about the ideal values (e.g. [14, 15] ), leading to debate about how to set optimal target values and weights [16] [17] [18] [19] .
Karplus et al. [20] suggested that the origin of this problem was not the target values themselves, but rather the inadequacy of the SVL paradigm (i.e. the view that there exists a single ideal value), which is consistent neither with existing quantum mechanical calculations [21, 22] nor with empirical analyses of high and ultra-high resolution protein structures [23, 24] .
The special value of ultra-high resolution protein crystal structures is that the available X-ray diffraction data are of sufficiently high information content that the geometry restraints play such a small role in defining the final atomic positions that the true geometric properties of the protein molecules can be discovered. Recognizing this, Berkholz et al. [25] used the Protein Geometry Database [26] to gather the relevant information from protein crystal structures determined at 1 Å resolution or better, and developed the first empirical conformation-dependent library (CDL) for the protein backbone.
This CDL defined the relevant bond length and angle target values and their standard deviations as functions of the φ,ψ angles and residue types (Figure 1 ). In well-populated φ,ψ regions, the expected values for a backbone bond angle could vary by up to 7˚ (see figure 3 in Berkholz et al. [25] ), and as is visible in the left hand panel of Figure 1A , the central N-Cα-C angle tends to lower than average values in the β-strand regions, near average values in the α-helix and polyproline II regions, and above average values in the bridge regions (ψ-values near 0˚). Berkholz et al. [25] further showed that the variations in bond angles seen near the edges of allowed regions φ,ψ space made sense in terms of being variations that relieved close contacts between atoms (see Figure 6 of that paper). More recently, Esposito et al. [27] showed that similar φ,ψ-dependent variations in covalent geometry occur in short peptides and non-globular proteins, proving that the conformation-dependence seen is a fundamental property of peptide units rather than being a special property of folded proteins or their secondary structures. Also, it has been recently shown that in predictive protein modelling using Rosetta, allowing backbone bond geometry to relax from fixed ideal values improves convergence properties [28] .
For testing to what extent using this CDL could improve crystallographic protein structure These proof-of-principle successes led us to incorporate the CDL into the Phenix refinement program phenix.refine [32] [33] [34] . The incorporation into Phenix both allows us to assess the impact of using the backbone CDL in the context of modern maximum likelihood refinement strategies, and in the context of the refinements of large numbers of diverse structures. Also, this implementation makes the CDL approach readily available so it can be broadly used in future protein structure refinements. We report here that tests involving the re-refinement of ~25,000 structures in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [35] show that the use of the backbone CDL has no apparent drawbacks and leads to substantial reductions of geometric residuals at all resolutions.
Based on the success of these tests, beginning with the Phenix 1.8 release (June 2012), the backbone CDL has been included as an option.
Results and Discussion

Implementation concept
The internal workings of programs in Phenix that process geometry restraints are especially well- [36] . Selecting the backbone CDL for use in refinement is done using the cdl=True option or by choosing the equivalent option in the graphical user interface [37] .
Test cases
Our first approach to test the correctness of the Phenix implementation involved refining a subset of the test cases that had been used in the previous TNT and SHELXL implementations [30, 31] .
The four test cases were structures determined at 1.7, 1.3, 0.95 and 0.65 Å resolution, and each of these behaved comparably to the previous studies with the CDL refinements leading to much smaller backbone bond angle and bond length residuals with little change in the R-factors (Table   1 ). Important to note is that the overall rms bond length and angle deviations from ideality that would normally be reported in a paper are improved to a lesser degree, because they are an average of the backbone values that improve substantially and the values for the side chain restraints that stay the same (Table 1) . These tests further showed that just as we have described in our previous work using SHELXL [31] , the refinements performed in Phenix had difficulty appropriately restraining the geometry of alternate conformations (data not shown). For this reason, in the subsequent studies here, the reported statistics are derived only from the fully occupied residues in the structures.
Assessing the backbone CDL by re-refining Protein Data Bank entries
Having shown that the Phenix implementation of the backbone CDL behaved as expected in test cases, we were in a position to use phenix.refine to carry out a much broader comparison of the behavior of refinements using this CDL as opposed to the conventional SVL values. In an initial survey, we re-refined a group of 25976 protein structures from PDB that were solved at 3.55 Å or better and had diffraction data deposited that were not twinned, were ≥90% complete, and could be successfully converted to an MTZ file format using phenix.cif_as_mtz. Also, they had to have starting calculated R work and R free values that were less than 30% and 35%, respectively, and an R free -R work difference of ≥1.5%, with the latter criterion serving to filter out structures that may not have a correctly labelled R free test set. Additional high resolution structures that were solved at better than 1.05 Å and had R free -R work difference of ≥0.5% were included.
In evaluating the performance of the SVL and CDL restraint libraries, we assessed the geometric residuals of models at three levels ( Figure 2 ): first, we compared the residuals of the "as deposited" PDB entries against the SVL and CDL libraries (dashed lines); second, we refined the entries using either the SVL or CDL, and compared the residuals of the resulting models against the library with which refinement was performed (solid lines); and third, as a positive control, we regularized the entries using either the SVL or CDL (i.e. geometric minimization without reference to the X-ray diffraction data), and compared the residuals of the resulting models against the library with which refinement was performed (thick lines). The regularization shows that the minimizer routines function well with both libraries, as the residuals for bond lengths and angles can be reduced to the very low values of ~0.001 Å and ~0.3˚, respectively
A first point we note is that even though all of the deposited structures in this study had been generated by refinement against an SVL library, those structures refined at ~2 Å resolution or better have backbone bonds that agree more closely with the CDL targets ( Figure 2B blue vs. red dashed). Looking at the N-Cα-C bond angle alone, which is the backbone angle with the most conformation dependent variation [25] , this behavior is even more pronounced with the crossover point happening at ~3 Å resolution and the agreement with the CDL becoming as much as 40% better for the highest resolution structures ( Figure 2C ). These observations are consistent with our expectations that the CDL targets better capture the properties of the true bond angles that are increasingly achieved in the more accurate higher resolution models. The robust ability of even medium resolution data to guide the N-Cα-C angle toward its true value despite SVL restraints can be understood in the that the N-Cα-C angle does not just define the relative positions of three local atoms, but defines a larger feature which is the relative orientations of two peptide planes (see Fig 1B,C) .
A second observation we make is that automated refinements with Phenix even using the conventional SVL geometry leads to a substantial lowering of the geometry residuals ( Figure 2A blue dashed vs. solid curves) compared with those that were present in the deposited structures.
As most of the deposited structures would have originally been refined against these same restraints, we take the changes as being indicative of unique features of the phenix refinement algorithms and weighting strategy. This underscores that for the sake of consistency, it is crucial in assessing the impact of the CDL that the same refinement algorithm and protocol be used for both libraries.
Comparing results from Phenix refinements using the CDL versus the SVL, the first observation of note is that for bond lengths, the CDL does lead to 20-30% improvement in the residuals ( Figure 2A ). This is consistent with what was seen for the previous refinement tests performed in the programs TNT and SHELXL [30, 31] , in which the improved residuals were attributed to the smaller standard deviations (i.e. higher weights) associated with the CDL, rather than a necessarily signifying an improvement in the target values themselves. As was pointed out by Berkholz et al. [25] , since the structures refined at near 1 Å resolution that were used in developing the CDL have a coordinate uncertainty on par with the variations in bond lengths (~0.01-0.02 Å), we do not consider the bond length targets as highly reliably defined.
Nevertheless, this behavior of the CDL for bond lengths proves that the protein-derived conformation-dependent bond length targets are certainly not worse than the existing SVL targets, and may in fact be better.
Further, comparing the CDL and SVL performance with regard to backbone bond angle residuals, it can be seen that at all resolutions the CDL yields geometry deviations from ideality that are improved (i.e. lowered) by about 33% (Figure 2B red vs. blue solid curves). For the N-Cα-C bond angle ( Figure 2C ), the differential is even larger, in excess of 50% improvement at most resolutions. Consideration of R-factors shows that these improvements in residuals take place with no degradation of the fit of the model to the diffractions data ( Figure 2B inset) . In terms of the bond angle residuals, it is also gratifying that at medium to low resolutions where in theory tighter restraints are associated with more parsimonious, i.e. better models [19] , the residuals using the CDL actually approach closely to those that result from regularization alone.
Nevertheless, two surprises in this regard are (1) that at resolutions between about 2 and 3 Å the plots are rather flat rather than continuing to give decreased residuals as the resolution lessens, and (2) that at resolutions poorer than 3.0 Å, the residuals for both the SVL and CDL libraries actually rise slightly rather than remaining low or even decreasing further. We attribute the first behavior to the Phenix refinement strategy (see methods) that defines resolution specific maximal rms deviation cut-offs, and that once the residual is below the cutoff the weight is not adjusted in such a manner to reduce the residual further. Regarding the second behavior, we hypothesized that this increase is caused by the increasing occurrence in lower resolution models of regions of the backbone that are sufficiently misfit so that they cannot achieve ideal geometry while also maintaining good agreement with the electron density. Such a connection between model quality and bond angle residuals has been shown to exist for the geometry around the Cα atom [38] , where fundamentally misfit parts of a structure tend to have distorted bond angles.
Clashscore filtering of the Protein Data Bank
To test this hypothesis, we applied an additional filter to limit the structures included in our refinements based on an independent measure of their potential for having misfit segments. We chose the Molprobity 'clashscore' [39, 40] which quantifies non-bonded atomic clashes such as tend to be present in fundamentally misfit regions and ran this analysis on the coordinate sets after modelled water molecules had been removed (see methods). As a confirmation of our hypothesis, applying increasingly stringent filters remarkably had virtually no impact on the residuals for the sensitive N-Cα-C bond angle in structures refined at 2.5 Å resolution or better, yet substantially decreased the residuals of the lowest resolution structures ( Figure 3A) . Using the most stringent clashscore ≤ 3 filter we applied, the low resolution behavior is completely changed so that it becomes exactly as expected, with the rms deviations from ideality continuously decreasing as resolution worsens.
However, that the clashscore ≤ 3 filter cutoff is too stringent can be seen in that it filters out over half of the structures determined at all resolutions ( Figure 3B ) even though the many structures filtered at resolutions better than 2.5 Å apparently had no seriously misfit regions since their removal leads to little or no improvement in the geometry residuals at these resolutions ( Figure 3A ). For our further analyses we chose a clashscore < 6 cutoff, as it appears to remove the large majority of models containing misfit regions, while still retaining in most resolution ranges the majority of models not having misfit regions (Figure 3 ). We note that the dramatic increase at poorer resolutions of rejected models (rising from ~10% at 2.3 Å resolution to ~80% at 3.5 Å; Figure 3B ) highlights the importance of efforts now being invested in developing tools that improve our ability to build high quality models in these medium-low resolution ranges [41] [42] [43] .
Assessing the backbone-CDL performance on clashscore filtered structures
Using the additional criterion that PDB entries must have a Molprobity clashscore < 6 allows 22052 models to be included in a final set of entries for which a complete set of assessments, like those shown in Figure 2 , were carried out. For these results, in addition to reporting the mean rms deviations as a function of resolution, we also indicate the spread of behaviors by denoting the 25 th to the 75 th percentile range (Figure 4 ). The average results in terms of bond angle and bond length deviations are largely the same as was seen for the whole PDB, except there is no anomalous rise in deviations at very low resolution. For bond lengths, the deviations are lowered by 20-30% with the larger improvements occurring at better resolutions (Fig. 4A) ; and for bond angles, the CDL reduces the residual deviations by roughly one-third across the whole range of resolutions (Fig. 4B) , and for the N-Cα-C angle the deviations are cut in half (Fig. 4C) .
The changes in R-factor between the SVL and CDL based refinements ( Figure 4B inset) also match well the behaviors seen for the re-refinements of the PDB as a whole ( Figure 2B inset).
Encouragingly, with the use of the CDL, at the same time as the deviations from ideality are dramatically decreased, the R-factors not only do not get worse, but on the whole actually improve slightly. On average the R free decreases by 0.12%, the R work decreases by 0.05% and the R free -R work differential decreases by 0.15%.
Analysis of the range of bond angle and length deviations associated with the central 50 percent of the structures in each resolution bin shows that the distributions are for the most part non-overlapping between the SVL and CDL refinements. This implies that the improved behavior due to use of the CDL is a robust phenomenon applicable to structures in general.
Especially striking is the large improvement seen in the residuals associated with the N-Cα-C bond angle ( Figure 4C ), which for structures refined at 1 Å or better decrease from ~2.25˚ (with the SVL) to ~1˚ (with the CDL). What is conceptually gratifying about this improvement is that the ~1˚ rms deviations associated with this angle when using the CDL library matches well the ~1˚ rms deviations seen for backbone angles in general suggesting that once conformation is accounted for, all angles have a similar level of intrinsic variability. This implies that rather than the N-Cα-C having a special higher intrinsic level of variation as appeared to be the case based on SVL refinements, it can be seen as having a higher sensitivity to conformation, but a similar intrinsic level of variation.
Outlook
A highlight article published alongside the Berkholz et al.
[25] description of the backbone CDL, noted that "hopefully the structural biology community will soon adopt these ideas" [44] . By building the CDL into the widely used Phenix package for crystallographic computing, the work here provides such an adoption that will allow the CDL to be used widely in generating more accurate protein crystal structures. The dramatic improvement in the geometric residuals that derive from using the CDL comes with no drawbacks and this reinforces the conclusion that conformation-dependent ideal geometry functions truly are a more accurate representation of reality than are the conventional single value ideal geometry targets. Whereas this work does set a new standard for restraints to be used in crystallographic refinement, it is crucial to note that this backbone CDL (i.e. CDL-v1.2) is not the ultimate library, but is only a first step in this direction. As further ultrahigh resolution protein structures are determined, it will be possible to improve both the accuracy of the library values and the extent of conformational space for which conformation-dependent values can be obtained, rather than reverting to a global average value because too few observations exist to define it well. Further natural extensions will be to include conformation-dependent variations in the ω-torsion angle [45] as well as side chain bond geometries, such as have already been documented to exist for proline residues [46] . Another possible direction for development would be to account for additional contextual factors (besides conformation) that might systematically influence geometry (e.g. [47] ). Also as a parallel development, it will be important that the tools used to validate protein structures (e.g. [48] ) be updated to incorporate the CDL concept so that the improved CDL-refined structures will not be flagged as defective.
Experimental Procedures
Implementation of the CDL in Phenix
Until now, the Phenix geometry restraints have been derived from the CCP4 monomer library beginning of each refinement macro-cycle to update the restraints. The additional time taken by the CDL step is minimal; for instance, for the ribosome it takes 11.5 s to update the restraints, which is ~0.3% of the roughly 70 minutes for the complete macro-cycle.
Explicitly selecting the CDL for use in Phenix is done by adding cdl=True to the command-line or the input phil file. It is also available as an option in the graphical user interface [37] . The conventional SVL values are selected at the command line using cdl=False.
Phenix test refinements and analyses
The 25976 structures from the PDB that were re-refined were selected from a set of 42247 structures that were derived from X-ray and neutron studies and had associated diffraction data.
For this study we chose a subset of this group by filtering out structures that were based on neutron diffraction (62 entries) or were not protein (849 entries), were solved at worse than 3.55 Å resolution (323 entries), were twinned (781 entries), had <90% completeness of data (5,005 entries), were missing reported R work or R free values (7,666 entries), or had R work > 30% (211 entries), R free > 35% (203 entries), or an R free -R work differential of <1.5% (1,670 entries). (A given structure may occur in more than one of these categories.) Also some structures were not used for miscellaneous reasons such as a large size or difficulty properly handling a ligand that was present. The required R free -R work difference of ≥1.5% was designed to filter out structures that may not have a correctly assigned R free test set. This left 25939 entries, and to these were added back 37 entries that were at resolutions better than 1.05 Å with an R free -R work differential of <0.5%, because at these resolutions even with a correct R free test set, overfitting may be minimal enough such that the differential may truly be this small. This procedure yielded the final 25976 structures used in the initial re-refinement tests.
For the clashscore filtering, preliminary tests showed that clashscore not only filtered out many low resolution models, but surprisingly, also removed many ultrahigh resolution models.
We thought that the higher clashscores of some ultra-high resolution models could be the result of alternate conformations of ordered water molecules, and found that the loss of ultra-high resolution structures could be substantially lessened if water molecules were removed from the structures before the clashscore calculations were done. Thus, for all analyses presented here, clashscores were calculated ignoring water clashes.
The structures in this study were refined using phenix.refine with and without the use of the CDL. Each refinement was performed for ten macro-cycles with the weight between the xray and geometry terms optimized at each step. The optimization of the weights are described in an article by Afonine et al. [50] . Briefly, a primary optimization criterion is a maximum cut-off for bond length and bond angle root-mean-square (rms) deviations. These cutoffs are resolution dependent with current bond length/angle values set to 0.025Å/3.0˚ for resolutions better than 1.5 Å, 0.02Å/2.5˚ for resolutions between 1.5 and 2.0 Å, and 0.015Å/2.0˚ for resolutions poorer than 2.0 Å. If the rms deviations are above these limits, weighting of the geometry terms is increased until the values drop below the cut-offs. Once this has been achieved, other criteria such as minimizing R work and R free are pursued.
For refinements carried out at resolutions better than 1.55 Å anisotropic atomic displacements parameters were enabled for all atoms except hydrogen atoms and water molecules. Ligand restraints were generated by eLBOW [51] . For 21 deposited data sets that otherwise qualified, but had no R free test set selected, a test set comprising 10% of the data was chosen automatically by phenix.refine. All refinements were performed with Phenix version dev-1021. 
